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Rosa Meléndez joined Garrigues in September 2007 and is currently a senior associate in the Labor and
Employment Law practice, having pursued her entire professional career at the firm.

She has extensive experience in providing comprehensive labor law advice to companies in a variety of
industries and her work in proceedings at the labor and judicial review courts, and before the labor inspection
and other labor authorities is worthy of note.

Throughout her professional career at Garrigues she has participated in numerous projects, with broad
experience in the following matters: litigation before the labor courts, individual and collective dismissals,
internal flexibility measures (suspensions of contracts, modifications of working conditions and transfers),
outsourcing processes and decentralization of production, collective bargaining; corporate reorganizations,
senior management, advice on equality, proceedings before the employment and social security inspection
authorities, opinions, recurring advice on labor and employment and social security matters. Rosa has a
Degree in Law from Universidad Pablo de Olavide de Sevilla, majoring in the Justice System.

Experience

Rosa Mª Meléndez Agudo has been a senior associate in the Labor and Employment practice of the Seville
office since 2013 and joined Garrigues in 2007. Throughout her professional career at Garrigues she has
participated in numerous projects, with broad experience in the following matters: litigation before the labor
courts, individual and collective dismissals, internal flexibility measures (suspensions of contracts,
modifications of working conditions and transfers), outsourcing processes and decentralization of production,
collective bargaining, corporate reorganizations, senior management, advice on equality, proceedings before
the employment and social security inspection authorities; opinions, recurring advice on labor and
employment and social security matters. 

Academic background

Degree in Law, Universidad Pablo de Olavide de Sevilla (2002-2007), majoring in the Justice System.



Executive Program in Business Law, Centro de Estudios de Garrigues in collaboration with Harvard
University (2007-2009).

Course on Fundamental Aspects of Family Businesses, Instituto Internacional de San Telmo (2017).

Memberships

Member of the Madrid Bar Association.

Singled out in the legal directory Best Lawyers, in the Labor and Employment Law practice area.

Publications

She routinely publishes articles on the Garrigues labor and employment blog.


